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Jesse Jackson, Jr. keeping ·with the Jackson tradition
a tax form
this is when
looks like."
it costs less
The Xavier Newswire
Jackson
to educate a
said we have
student for
'"Keepi~gwith the Jackson tradition, w itn es sed
four years at
I'll be adequate and appropriate."
an attack of
a state uniXavier' s 1991-92 Lecture Series principlesof
versity than
opened last Wednesday, with Jesse leadership
sending
Jackson, Jr., a civil rights advocate like and civil
them to jail.
Often what
his father, Rev. Jesse Jackson:
r i g h t s
Jackson, otherwise known as "Jesse, t h r o u g h
is "po Ii tica II y corJr.", is remembered for his introduction Thu rogood
of his father at the 1988 Democratic Marshall's
rect"
is
wro_ng said
National'Convention. Butcurrentlyhe retirement,
Jackson, "if
is a law student at the' University of C 1a re n c e
. not ~ Jesus
Illinois·at ~hampaign-:Urbana (LJ:ICU); ,.T~h o.m a.sL.-:
president of the "Keep Hope-Alive" nomina ticin
would have
saved his
political action committee, vice presi- process, podent at large of Operation PUSH, and lice brutalown neck."
theyourigestmemberoftheDemocratic ity, South
Jackson
National Convention.
Africa, the
felt people
In the UniversityCentertheater,stu- homeless,
need
to
"build
a
dents; faculty, staff and outsiders !is- drugs, rac- .
coalition, so
tehed as Jackson attacked a wide· vari- ism and the
ety of topics prevalent in our country, poor. "The
wecanbuild
but all related under the same theme- best of times
a better nation."
oppression. _
is if you're
He told students they must "leave born white
Jackson
Xavier committed to the 38 million in this sodJesse Jackson, Jr.
fulfilled his
Americans who have no health insur- ety that looks upon you with propri- "appropriate" promise, by discussing
ance," to not be a CPA concerned only· ety. The worst of times is if you~re born the newly confirmed Clarence Thomas.
Very much opposed to Thomas'
with the wealthy, but also with the "av- Rodney King."
erageAmerican whodoesn'tkno~_what · He questioned what kind of society nomination, Jackson was specific with
By Colleen E. Hartman

his beliefs of why the new justice will
"chop down the trees from which he
picked fruits."
Disappointed about the way the
Thomas hearings were handled, Jackson felt the whole process was turned
into a matter of race, _instead of qualifications, philosophy and jobexperience.
"They (the Republicans) are using
him to further conservative ideology."
Jackson believes Thomas will not uphold the 14th Amendment to the Constitution, affecting the civil rights of
minorities. Students chuckled as Jackson made the analogy that "Thomas
wants a level playing field in an uphill
ballpark.''.
Jackson's philosophy is that everyone can be a racist, but they can be
broken down into two categories:
philosophical racists and cultural racists.
Phi1osophical racism is in everyone,
but cultural racism is when people prefer to be around people they look like.
He felt, "It is the responsibility of each
group to reach out."
The importance of civil rights and
the need for change, were expressed
throughout Jackson's speech.
Upon graduating from UICU, Jackson plans to go back to Chicago and
work with the Rainbow Coalition.

New board
members elected
By Tim Cahill

The Xavier Newswire
This year, Xavier University's
Board of Trustees elected three chief
executives to replace the board members whose terms have expired.
The new boardmembersare David
R:Huhn, William J. Keating, and Dr.
John T. LaMacchia. Elected to threeyear terms, the new members will be
required to sit on two of the withstanding committees that make up
the board. These committees are Student Life, Finance, Development,

-BOARD continued
onpage3
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Operation RESCUE comes to Cincinnati
By Tim Cahill

The Xavier Newswire
The chants of the abortion-rights activists and the
prayers of the anti-abortionists formed the basis of the
confrontation of those who
demonstrated outside of
Mount Auburn's Planned
Parenthood clinic on Friday
and Saturday of-last week.
Two equal and organized
ranks developed from the
300or so people that showed
up to demonstrate. The
demonstrators were, for the
most part, peaceful as they
relentlessly picketed in front
of the iron gates of the clinic.
The anti-abortion dem-

Study in
Brazil a
student
·possibility
By Heather Sodergr~n

The Xavier Newswire,
Imagine studying in Brazil. If any Xavier students
have imagined this, their
dream may soon "ecome
reality.
The Fulbright Commission is a group for educational exchange between the
United States and Brazil. The
executive· director of the
commission, Professor
Marco Antonio da Rocha,
will be visiting Xavier's
· campus through the week of
Oct. 26.
Xavier will be hosting this
visit in conjunction with
Miami University and the
University of Kansas. This
visit will provide faculty and
students a chance to learn
about the Fulbright program.

BRAZIL contin-ued on page 3

onstrators of Operation RESCUE
partkularly remained calm when
confronted by defiant abortionrights activists. "We are just try-

"We are just trying to show
the love of Jesus. I don't
hate these people. They are
in darkness."
-Adel Salker
ing to keep it peaceful and show
the love of Jesus. I don't hate
these people. They are in darkness," said ·Adel Sakler of the
pro-life demonstrators.
At the end of the three-hour
;'rescue" on Friday, 73 anti-abortion demonstrators and one
counter-demonstrator were arrested. Police said that the demonstrators could only walk in

front of the gates for a given
amount of time until it was
considered trespassfng. The
one counter-demonstrator was
charged with disorderly conduct.
Frustration was wearing on
the anti-abortionists by the end
oftheday. "Theseplacesdon't
tell women their options. I feel
that Jesus said 'Thou shalt not
kill.' I believe in God's word,
and I believe that abortion is
murder. I'd do anything to
stop it," said Sakler.
On theotherhand,therewas
a group that mobilized to defend the Planned Parenthood
clinic.
According to Terry Smith,
one of the abortion-rights activists, ''We feel that a women's

decision is her right. The other
day I saw a button that sums it
aB up: 'If you don't like abortion~on't have one!'"
Because Operation RESCUE
has a reputation for being militant at times, Planned Parenthood had escorts who waited
on nearby street corners to
make sure patients could enter
the clinic safely. In addition,
Cincinnati .police officers
blocked off the street as well as
patrolling the area on foot.
Despite all of.the chaos that
took placeoutsideof the clinic, .
Planned Parenthood was able
to keep most of their scheduled appointments.

For more on Operation RESCUE, see Perspectivf!S.

Postal service to expand
ByJodiPopen

The Xavier Newswire

zip code, and the new number mail, stating "Xavier students
for the student's P.O. Box. Al-. are #1." Barlow believes "this
though the pest office boxes idea· is to. show Xavier
will remain in their present lo- administration's true feelings
cation for now, they will have about the students here."
new box numbers. This will These services are just a few of
allow for mail to be pre-sorted the changes being added to
before , it
reaches
campus,·
saving 1 time",
and money.
Each
department of.
the university will also
haveitsown
zip code and
four digit
number;
making it
File Photo
easier for
The new sight for the post office expansion
delivery of
on-campus
mail.
Anewidea byTomBarlow, Xavier's unique postal serhead of Graphics, Publications, vices; some of which include
and Mailing Servkes, Dr. Ri- mail delivery twice daily and
chard Hirte, vice president of an open door on Saturday.
Financial Administration, and
Once these changes are put
Terry Neiman, Postmaster will into full effect, in approxibe put into effect with the new mately one year, Barlow said
postal system hereon campus. "they will saveXavier Univer-
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Friday, Oct.11-Sunday,Oct.
13: A Kenwood, 2-way, portable radio, valued at$700, was
stolen from the Office of Student Development. Due to the
severity of the crime, security
and Student Development will
be offering a reward for information of recovery and prosecution of the subject involved.
Tuesday, Oct. 15: At approximately 11 a.m., there was
a report of a suspicious male
sitting on· a white car in the
South Lot. Security approached
the area in unmarked vehicles.
The subject was· seen leaving
the lot. The subject entered a.n
awaiting ~ehicle parked on
Dana Avenue. The car was followed to the 300 block of Forest
Avenue, where the suspect realized he was being followed.
He was apprehended and held
by security for criminal trespassing. Cincinnati Police
charged him with theft, criminal damaging and criminal
trespassing. He was held without bond, due to two felony
and one misdemeanor warren ts
from previous thefts. The suspect, identified as Kevin
Abraham of535 Alameda Place
had no affiliation with the university. A radar detector, valued at $160, stolen from the
white car, was found in the vehicle, and Abraham was linked
to three past area auto breakins.

Compiled by Colleen E. Hartman
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Then and Now...
Photo 1: 1958

SpringSchcduleofclas~s will
be available in the Registrar's Office, Alter 129, beginning Nov. 1.
Residence hall students will be
mailed a preregistration appointment time card. Students
living off-campus must pick up
their preregistration appointment timecardsin the Registrar's
Office.
Billing statements will be
mailed to preregistered students
beginning Nov. 26. The required
payment with the confirmation
card (even if no payment is due)
must be received by the Bursar
no later than Monday, Dec. 16.
The students preregistration will

-BRAZIL, from page 2

Photo courtesy of Continuity and Ch_ange

During his stay, da Rocha
will have a rountable and an
informal discussionwith students and faculty.
Faculty il!ld students who
- are- involved in American
: studies and related fields may
desire to attend the round table,
''The Fulbright Program, Educational Opportu ntities in
Brazil." This discussion will be
held in the Dean's Conference
room in CBA, second floor, on
Oct. 30 at 10:30 a.m. Grant
opportunities for research and
study abroad will be discussed
at the round table as well as the
informal talk.

-BOARD,

Photo courtesy of Continuity and Change

Photo by Ellen Bird

Photo 1: 1958, To eliminate safety and noise problems for
students and faculty, the university petitioned the Planning
Committee of City Council fo close Herald A venue. After an
agreement was reached, Herald Avenue was closed. It is now
the University Mall.
Photo 2: 1962, With Herald Avenue closed, a sight for a new
chapel was proposed, and BeUarmine Chapel is now standing
at the Mall's entrance. This picture shows the hyperbolic
paraboloid roof of Bellannine under construction.
· Photo 3: 1991, Currently, the University Mall is a sight for
activities, club days, and student traffic. Looking down the
Mall, Alter Hall, McDonald Library and Hinkle Hall can be
seen.

be canceled if payment is not
made by Dec. 16.
Students must meet with their
academic advisers prior to
prcregistrcring. You can find the
name of your advisor by consulting the bulletin board on the first
fioor of Alter Hall. Advisors and
Advisees are listed there according to major and college.
Academic Forum:
Ar~s and Sciences and Social
$ciences: Nov. 4 and 5 at 3 p.m. in
Kelley Auditorium.
Business: Nov. 4 at 4 p.m. in
CBA Building room #4 and Nov.
5 at 2:30 p.m. in the CBA Buildirig
room #4.
The talk will be conducted
at 3:30 p.m. in the AV room in
the basement of Alter Hall. The
talk is entitled "The Fulbright
Commis~on and Higher Education in Brazil." All faculty
and students who are interested in foriegn affairs with
Latin America are encouraged
to attend.
Also during his stay, da
Rocha will discuss the possibility of the Fulbright Commission becoming a liason between Xavier and .Brasilian
Universities. If this is agreed
upon, Xavier students will have
the opportunity to study in
Latin American countries.

frompage3

Academic Affairs, and an ExeC:u tive committee that oversees· the decisions of the entire boaJ'.d. Each committee
focuses on the major policies
and developments that are
established throughout the
university.
In essence, the board is responsible for the hiring and
firing of key administration.
They also approve and ratify
the decisions of the administration. "Housing is a major
issue of interest right now as
well as Jesuit identification.
As far as financial matters
go, we have just begun the
budgetprocess," said Michael
Conaton, chairman of the
board.
All of the new board mem- ·
bers come froin diverse
backgrounds.
Huhn, a graduate of
Xavier University in 19.59
with a BSBA in economics,
has been chairman· of the
board and chief executive of.,
ficer of Mercantile Stores Co.,
Inc~ since 1989. Mercantile
Stores operates a series of department stores nationwide,
including the Cincinnatibased McAlpin's. Huhn has ·
previously served as director
of many financial organizations throughout Cincinnati
as well the Cincinnati Art
Museum.
In addition to being the

publisher of The Cincinnati
Enquirer, Keating has been
the chairman of the board of
directors of The Associated
Press since 1987. Kea ting has
also enjoyed an active political career. From 1971-1974,
he· served as a United States
Congressman from .the First
District of Ohio. Keating received an honorary doctor of
law degree from Xavier University in 1984.
In 1988, LaMacchia was
named president and chief
operating officer of Cincinnati Bell, Inc. and has held
that position ever since. In
his distinguished academic
career, he received a PhD. in
physics from The Catholic
Universityof Americain1966
and a -JD from the Indiana
University School of Law in
1975. LaMacchia is a trustee
of the .Greater Cicinnati
Chamber of Commerce as
well as the St. Joseph Infant
and Maternity Home.
Conaton feels that all of
the new board members will
definitely be assets to the
Xavier. "We have an excellent group joining us. Xavier
isanimportantplaceofhigher
education not just regionally
but also nationwide. These
people have an idea of the
Jesuit ideals and what it
means to be people for oth-ers/' said Conaton.
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Where did the
French fries go?

PLANNED PAR.E.NTHO
0

Specialties ·don't go
over well with students
· Xavier's cafeteria has become a place where the
creative minds who work there can express themselves by cooking -up dishes that can only be
appreciated by the creator. The creations have left
students wondering what happened to the food?
It seems as if the needs of students have been
forgotton in the endless problems with the food
service management.
The fries have been replaced by fried cauliflower. Meat and potatoes with ratatouille. The
unusual foods have replaced the regular staples
that Xavier students do appreciate. Many students just want to be able to get a burger and fries,
if they do not like ,the selection.
.· ·
The monthly themes are marked by strange
· foods that most students do not wish to look at, let
alone eat. This creativity is causing students to eat
their meals elsewhere. In doing so, they are wast-.
ing a lot of money spent on a meal pla,n.
Xavier needs a food service that does things that
don't just look good on paper, but taste good to
students. , .
The students are the people paying money for
quality mea~s, and that's what they deserve. ~
The cafet~ria should start asking the students
what they want instead of scaring them with what
they think they want.· Students would rather stick
·· with .the basics than try the,mys.tery ofthe·day. '.'

Long doesn't mean less

I
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me. They look at me and 5ee a and I thought they were crazy.
stone cold drug de.aler, .an,. Icouldn'.tunderstandhowthey
amoral hippie.w~o.yearlls for. could tolerate that look and
thedaysof freeloveandcheap .the stigma au.ached. te> those
·Matt
.
.
dope,, .or SO.~~n~ .w.h~ can',t bands.
· Alander. ·. poss!~ly be as: illtellige~t as···., ..Then I woke up.. !realized
··· themselves.: 1'hey pass judge.;·.· that these bands were some of
ments that ec~o .'guilty.' . .. . t.he most musically talented
·If theywouldw:tly take the. ;and ..so¢ially consc,ious:.bands
·The. Xaviet"News~ire · timetoactuaJl}'findsomething · that have hit the.planet.· And
out about the people who they on· a planet that is filled with
How many times has, "Simt are judging,, I'm sure they m~sicians with nothing to say,
these bandsarea breath of fresh
says long haired freaky people would be amazed.
need not apply,'' been quoted
Jesus had long hair, so did air, even if they have long hair.
Afterre-reading part of this
· to me? Let me count the times. Moses. . I'd be willing to beA lot.
lieve Socrates and Plato. had . article, I just realized that I auEach timethosepeoplesang, long hair too. Anddi.ti-ing the·· tomaticaHy assodated long
Tesla's version of "Signs" Merovingian Dynasty of me~ hair with heavy metal music.
(which was originally written dieval France, long hair was Very interesting. Isupposethat
by Arthur Thomas of The Five the symbol of royalty. Amaz- ·. it'.s kinda hard notto with their
long .haired heads plastering
Man Electrical Band in 1971) ing how the times change.
I don't want to make a MTV and more than a few
they leave ouUhe rest of the
verse, which goes a little mountain out of a·· mole hill. magazines at the stand.
somethin' like this, "So lput · Butlthinktheattitudethatl'm
Butldigress. Imeanlreally
myhairupundermyhatand I presenting here is a sign of a digress. Ifthereisasinglepoint
went in to ask him 'why?' He greater cancer that is slowly to me taking up so much of
said~ 'You look like a fine taking over our hearts and your time, it's: if you've got to
outstandin'youngman,Ithink minds. lusedtobeavictimof make judgments, make them
you do.' So I took off my hat 'n this cancer, but I think by now with facts and not appearances.
said 'Imagine that! Huh! Me I have it pretty much licked.
Remember, anyone can· grow
workin' for you!"
I remember not tgo long ago their hair long or get it chopped.
I take all of this in jest. The when friends would tell me really short. But how many
·people who .have said this to how they listened to Metallica, people really know. how to be
me are only joking. It's the Anthra~, Guns 'n Roses, Led good human beings? And I
peoplewhodon'tsayanything Zeppelin, and The Cult (you think that that's what really
that have a tendency to bother ,know, the long haired b.ands) counts:
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Abortion protesters out of control
,David
Birdsall

Newswire columnist
Recently, I had the wonderful experience of meeting the
forever vigilant crusaders of
the an ti-abortion movement. It
was what one might call a
"chance meeting." I was
granted the chance to met them
as they were slamming picket
signs down on my new truck
and pressing their sweaty fists
against my freshly-cleaned
windshield screa~ng, ''NO,
YOU MURDERER!"
All this occurred as I was

innocently attempting to turn rounded by picketers and had
My point is these tactics are
around in a driveway in anti-abortion rhetoric molest- ridiculous. Is the objective of
Clifton, after realizing that I ing my eardrum from all sides. these people to make a point at
was going in the wrong direc[twas right about then that all costs, regardless of ,who or
tion. Little did I know that the my patjence was wearing thin. whfl.t they hurt?
Picketing is one thing, but
drivewaybelongedtoPlanned After beeping the horn.about
"'Parentho'od, the favorite gath- 10 times, I gunned the engine slammingdown "ABORTION
KILLS" signs on an automocring place for the saviors of and proceeded to move out.
the human race.
Then the most incredible bile does not fit my definition
These people had obviously thing happened. As soon as of peaceful assembly.
The issue in my mind is not
mistaken me for one of two the protesters realized that I
things. A-they thought I was might getaway, they started to whether abortion is right or
apregnantwomen,seekingan BLOCK MY WAY. I was ab- wrong. It is how the issue is
abortion or B-1 was a doctor solutely stunned. Just then, . presented. This "supportwho performed them. I hoped new prey arrived for this righ t-to-1ife-or-1'11-ki 11-you"
they were not as misguided in hungry pack of wolves, and attitude is just plain wrong. It
human sexuality as to believe she looked a little bit more in- not only creates resentment,
but it also accomplishes noththe former. Rolling down my timidated than myself.
window I explained to the exThe protesters were off, ai- ing. It is no different from the
d table little man, who was fer- lowing me to successfully senseless violence from Gay
ventlyassaultingmyhoodwith make an escape. By the time I Rights Activists that occurred
his fists, that I was just simply got home I was fuming and in California.
What did they accomplish
turning around. I asked him to , even more delighted to find 13
please move.
scratches on my hood and by their actions? Essentially
However, before I could get windshield, courtesy of the nothing. Sure they got some
publicity,butwhattheymostly
two words out, I was sur- local Right-to-Lifers.

did was destroy a few buildings and annoy the police, creating a lot more resentment and
ill-will among their conservative opponents.
It is fine to take a stand, but
it is wrong to try to force your
opinion on others, no matter
how correct you think you are.
No one likes to be told how to
think,-actorbehave. In theend
your supporters will be outnumbered byyouropponents.
Abortion, without a doubt,
is a sensitive and complicated
issue. I have never personally
committed to one side or the
other, because I think both sides
have valid points. It is really
an issue that does not affect me
as much as it affects the female
gender.
However, if it ever becomes
an issue that I need to cast a
vote on, I will remember my
encounter with its opponents.
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'My child will bea bastard'
Khary K.
Turner

Newswire columnist
"So, uh, K.hary. Being bla-,
oh. I'm sorry. Being AfricanAmerican, what do you think, or
how do you feel about Clarence
Thomas?"
I feel he's bla-, oh. I'm sorry.
I feel he's African-American, also;
kinda like me.
"Well, how do you feel about
his right wing stance on political
issues? Y'know, you being African-American and all."
Every right wing needs a left
wing. Otherwise, no one jiies.
Depends on where your head's at.
"Well, here's something you
might be able to answer. You're
African-American, right? Plus,
you're from Detroit.
And?
"How do you feel_ ~bout the
new Detroit schools for AfricanAmerican boys? I mean, don't
you think that's starting segregation all over again?
·
All over again?
"Yeah, a,l over again. I mean,
it goes against everything we
worked for during the Civil Rights
Movement!"
Touchy· subject, right? It
should not .be. People are
naturally fearful of things they
have no knowledge of. This

-

Itisdifficulttosaywhcnthe
dirtiestthingonyourstreetisa
crack pipe, yet, the same green
grassand.clean streetsareonly
separated by a suburb.
It is difficult to say when the
city makes a minimal effort to
correct these obstacles. This is
a problem young, AfricanAmerican boys in Detroit and
other cities face.
Pret~nd I am living in Detroit, on Joy Road. My girlfriend is expecting a baby.
Becauseofthecostsofraisinga
child, implicit and explicit-I
had toleaveXavierUniversity
.(which I could barely afford
without the child). Now, I am
working at a fairly decent job.
In this case, lam a impatient
man. So my girlfriend got an
ultrasound that foretold the
"But blacks and whites have birth of boy.
We are also trying to preshared public schools for years,
plan my son's education. I
and it's worked out just fine."
Depends on where your cannot afford private schools.
head is. Thatisveryeasytosay WhenigraduatedfromaJesuit
when you grow up with green high school, in 1988, tuition
grass in the yard, two dogs _ costs had already exceeded
and a public school system that $2,000 for one year of sehool.
Public school is free, but the
has the same perks as.a private
institution. It is easy to say curriculum is laughable. My
when the dirtiest thing on your and my girlfrien~'s jobs will
street is a broken bottle;-.lt-is _barely leave us time to give our..
much_ more difficult to agree son the proper attention he will
that things· have worked out -need at home; By the time he
"just fine" in inner,.city public reaches the sixth grade, he will
schools that are stuck with read like a fourth grader. He
outdated textbooks arid facili- will rarely be taught by black
males. Most of the men he will
ties; no "perks."
It is difficult to say when come into contact with· in the
you grow up ·in a neglected neighbor are drug dealers,
housing project, with no yard drug addkts or drunks.· Still,
he is born and we _try to deal
or dog'.
topic is actually fun tq discuss.
I am not saying the subject is to
be toyed with, because there is
a very serious situation my
hometown is trying to correct.
For the first time in years, Detroit PublicSchoolsare making
a legitimate attempt to cure a
crippling disease.
Yet, the Board of Education
is being harassed because they
took African-American boys,
the most troubled group of
children in the city (and the
nation), and funded special
programs to meet their needs.
They followed· this action by
hiring the best group of adults,
black men, to provide them
with a discipline-oriented environment in which to learn.
Three schooIs began classes this
fall.
'

with the situation.
contribute greatly to their
Although I am a positive communitiesand totheworld.
influence on the boy, he sees - African-~merican boys detoo many negative images in servethesamectilture-oriented
hisenviionment. Heseesthem education. ·It is unfair that
in school and on the street. The African-American schools
same goes for the women in_ should receive so much scru:.
the neighborhood. I teach hirri tiny.
to respect and honor women,
In the case of the picture I
bu_t children are impression.:. painted,mychildattendsarunable. Thus, the image of man- down elementary school. He
hood he· feels forced to accept should receive an education
is the one he and ·his young that will nurture him; develop
friends are taught outside of him into someone of whom I
the home. To me, he refers can be proud. But, there is no
women as women. To the school that
give him perneighborhood, they arebitches sonal care and supervision.
and "hoes."
The streets we live on are
You are reminded that this . quickly sapping his values.
is but a "painted picture." Despite my (and his mother's)
Somehaveitworse. Somehave struggles,heislosinghisgrasp
it better. The bottom line is on the concept of respect. It ·
'that too many African-Amen- saddens me to see this happencan boys grow up without fa.: ing to my son. I need help~and _
ther figures. The_ diseases of I do not have any. ·Thus, I live
inner cities and ghettos cannot with the sad realization that
be dealt with by people who my son will grow up to be less
do not understand the symp~ than what I expected. Iwmbe
toms. The' black man is best there for him, but the streets
suited for battling the problems will convince him that he needs
· no father~
· of black boys; _ · _
The issue is not segregation.
In essence, my child will be ·>
These boys are receiving. the a bastard.
same privileges that every
Note: The schools now accept
- other race of mer) on the..pla,i;let -'African-American, girls: This
has .received. -For millennia, change in -policy· came about· beAfrican men taught African cause of complaints from the Af- ·
· boys. discipline and the ways rican-American community that
oflifeaccording_to theirculture, the schools should have been denot the culture of other coun- - signed to suit the needs of both
tries. Schools exist (in Detroit) African-American boys and girls.
-that are designed. to give spe- The schools are still programmed
cialattentiontoJewishchildren to meet educational demands of
and Arabian children. They, of the African-American commuthese sehools, have gone on to nity.
·
·

will

Sentencing based.onrace for blacks
these cases resulted from le- racial bias. Most of the 150
Historic~lly . speaking, the
Racism in our society today
application of capital punish- gitimate sexual relations be- people executed since 1976 is much more subtle than in
ment has shown extreme racial tween black men and white have. been white. Blacks are thepast.Aquartercenturyago,
discrimination.
women, which became "rape" still executed out of propor- blacks were physically barred
William
Through the Reconstruction due to state laws forbidding tion to their population, but from entering the votirig
Cun ion
years and the first three de- interracial marriage.
they now also murder out of booths. Today, they stay out
cades of this century, thedeath
The "glory" years of the proportion. In 1989,over 10,000 because no candidates address
penalty was often ~erved by death penalty, 1930 to 1952, . blacks were arrested for mur- their needs.
vigilante justice-angry mobs saw nearly 3300 people ex- der; 56% of the total.
The difference is marginal;
Newswire columnist
who .believed it their duty to ecuted in America. 1763 were
These statistics, however, do both scenarios suggest the exlynch dozens of.blacks, many black - only slightly more not tell the full story. Of the clusion of blacks from our poof whom were awaiting trial than half, but severely dispro- 150 executions since 1_976, 133 litic a I system .. The same
It is a commonly held belief for rape. Of course, these blacks portional to their popt1lation: occurred in the southern states. subtlety exists in the applicain this country that the death probably would not have fared blacks constituted 12% of the By itself, this fact raises doubt , tion of the death penalty.
penalty is racially biased. much better in court: between people, but comprised 55% of -as to the non-racism of· the
Blacks may not be going to
Many liberals, in fact, base their 1930 and 1964, 455 men were tho.se killed· in the name of modem death penalty.
the chair or the gas chamber as
A study by the House Judi- frequently as in 1946, but race
opposition to capital punish- executed for rape; of these405, justice.
The modern ver~ion:of. the ciary Committee showed that continues to be a major factor
menton racial grounds. Lately, or 89%, were black 1946 was
statistics have suggested that the "bann~r'' year: 22 blacks, 0 death penalty - that is, since a defendant \n Georgia is 7.2 when the question is life or
the Supreme Court decided in times more likely to receive the death.
.
·
race is no long~r a major factor whites.
It is well documented that 1976 that_ it does not constitute death sentence if his victim was in the sentencing of capital·
The message the_ death
' crimes. The question is now often the_se rape charges were ·"cruel and unusual punish- white. In Mississippi; the mul- penalty sends society remains
- before us: is the death penalty either_ exaggerated or com- ment" -;-_has shown a signifi~ tiplier is5:5, and in Florida, it's the same: a black life is simply
pletely fabricated. Many of cant decrease in the traditional 5.0.
· racist?

\,
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X places five in championship matches

Lady Muskies finishsecond in MCC
By Mike Skoumpros

· The Xavier Newswire
Hard work really does pay
off. The Xavier women's tennis team set a goal for' themselves tc ·finish second in the
M;_dwestern Collegiate Con·.
ference (MCC).
After an unpredictable
regular season filled with injuries and absences, the Lady
Muskies were able to put it all
together for the MCC T.ournament and achieved that goal.
Last weekend Xavier traveled to Notre Dame for the
conference championships, ·
which ND has won consistently in the past. X placed .
second behind ND, one point
ahead of third,. place Evansville.
The second-place finish was
.a '~ig jump for Xavier tennis,"
said Jenny Lopez;
· ·.
One big reasonfor Xavier's
success was the coaching of
Jim Brockhoff and· his assis~
tants. Brockhoffwasawarded
MCCCoach-of~the-Year for his
accomplishments this year.
"It was a great team effort.
It's super when you set a goal
and reach it," Brockhoff said.
It was a total team effort as

Women's
vQlleyball
lacks.focus,
ends streak

are real proud of the coaching
By Lena A. Ina·
,award," said Creighton. ·
The Xavier Newswire
"Everyone played to their
The streak is over, and it's
potential. We worked really
hard and deserved it," said · all because of a lack of focus.
After defeating Ohio UniFenwick.
versity to extend their win-.
Team unity was important
for the Lady Muskies, ·espe-. ning streak to 14 straight
matches, the women's vol.dally in earning second place ..
leyball team feil to the
Creighton said, "The team
University of Dayton, 15-9,
.is very strong because every9-15,
13-15, 15-6 and 8-15.
one supports each other. We
Although starting the week
go out and have a good time."
with a win over OU, X appeared sluggish early on,·
downing the Lady Wildcats
in five games, 8-15,15-9, 1115, 15-7 and 15-12.
"We didn't expect the OU
match to go long," said
sophomore Terri Blunk, ''but
they; played harder and
caugM u~ off guard. Luckily
we won.".·
"Wedidn' t play that well,"
added juniorco-captain Jennifer Nunn. "It was the first·
time this year we've been in a
position to have to comeback.
But we have a better attitude
[this year) where we can
comeback. We did and won."
. Although not a rival, OU

-VOLLEYBALL
seepage9

,

Photo by Ellen Bird

Sweeper Tara Riffle dribbles the ball against Radford.
The weekended withXand
Radford battling toa.0-0draw. · · -WOMEN'S SOCCER
Both teanis squared off as if see page 9
they were in a· street fight.
· Howev~r,Xavierseemed to
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CURRENT STANDINGS
VOLLEYBALL
MCC

Loyola
Notre Dame
Xavier
Dayton
Butler
Evansville

OVERALL

2-0
2-0
2.;1
2-1
1-3.
0-4

MEN'S· SOCCER

18-6
10-6
19-5
12-9
13-10
9-14

MCC

Evansville
Notre Dame
Loyola
Butler
·Dayton
WOMEN'S SOCCER
Xavier
12-2-2 Detroit Mercy
2-0-0.
Xavier
10-1-2
Notre Dame 0-0~1
1-1-1
4-8-1
Dayton
7-5-1
0-2-0
Butler

OVERALL :evoney~fan .

5-0-1
4-1-1
3-1-1
1-2-0
1-3-0
0~3-1

0-3-0

vs:· N;::Keri.tu~ky;

=

·

Compiled by Lena A. Ina

10-4-2
8-3-1
6-6-2
6-5-1
4-9-1
5-8-2
2-9-1

The Xavier Newswire
ROTC- On· Saturday, Oct.
12, Xavier's Ranger Challenge
Team competed against Kent
State University, John Carroll
University and Akron University at the· Kent StateHead-toHead Invitational. ·
Xavier finished first overall,
making it the team's second
straight Head-to- Head victory,
The competition consisted of
six military skills events.
Xavier took first place in the
·patrolling and physical fitness
tests. The team also broke their
1990 state record in the 10 kilometer Rucksack. March.·
'"These wins are getting the
team, psyched up for the BrigadeCompetition," said senior

Captain Nick Lancaster.
In two weeks, X will travel
to Ravenna, Ohio, to participate in the Brigade Competition. The team will square off
against20teamsfrom0h.ioand
Indiana. If it finishes in the top
three, it will advance to regional competition, which is
the Ranger equivalent of the
Sweet Sixteen.
"We need to keep the intensity up because we've never
faced the Indiana . schools before,'~ said Lancaster. "The big
schools like Notre Dame and
Ohio State had better be looking over their shoulders because we'll be th~re."
MEN'S SOCCER-The
Muskies had another rough
outing last week against the
University of Dayton, losing
3-1. The· only offense came
from senior Tom Holton at
18:01 in the second half.
Overall, X was ou tshotl 1-9 by
the Flyers.

GYMNAST/TUMBLERS_&
ACTORS

with athletic skills

Walt Disney World Co., will audition for experienced gymnast/
tumblers (male and female) and actors who have athletic abilities
(climbing, running; gymnastics, stage combat, repelling, experience.
with whips, and the ability to work at substantial heights) for roles in
the outdoor, live show, "Indiana Jones Epic Stunt Spectacular" at the
Disney-MGM Studios Theme Park in Florida. The show consists of
three action scenes from Raiders of the Lost Ark performed up to 10
times daily in the 2,000-seat amphitheater.
All applicants must be at least 18 years of age and in good .
physical condition. Bring non-returnable photo and resume and wear
appropriate attire and shoes.
.
.
.
All gymnast/tumbler applicants will display dive roll, back and
front handsprings, cart wheels and other gymnasticmoves.
Experience in twq,- and three-high pyramid building and Arabian
tumbling is a plus. Some gymnasts may be asked to read from
~~.

.

.

.

.

Actors must have professional experience, and athletic skills are a
must for all stunt .roles. Prepare a one-minute monologue (comic or
serio-comic) and be prepared for script reading. All actors with
·
athletic skills may participate in a separate gymnastic/fight
combination that will be taught at the audition. .
Relocation assistance is offered as part bf a complete benefit
package.
·

PRINCIPLE ROLES
Indiana Jones (stunt role)
Marion Ravenswood (stunt role)
Swordsman/German Mechanic
(stunt role)
. Director of Photography
(Mechanic understudy)
Special effects supervisor
{Indiana understudy)
· Casting Director
(guides audience through show) .
Gymnast/Tumblers (various rol!'!s)

male, 25-35 range
female, 25-35 range
male, 25-35 range
solid build, 6'4" tall
male, 25-35 range '
male,' 25-35 range
male/female, 25-35 range·
male/female, 20-35 range

AUDITION SITES, DATES AND REGISTRATION TIMES
Call back auditions same day. No appointment necessary. .
CINCINNATI, OH
.
Miami University, 150 Phillips Hall, Gymnastics Gym
Saturday, October 26-ACTORS WITHATHLE.TIC SKILLS
Eligible .call 9 a.m. - Open cairlO a.m. ·
.
Saturday, October 26 - GYMNASTS/TUMBLERS
Eligible call 12 noon. - Open call l p.m.
. Ohio auditions sponsored by Miami University Gymnastics
If you have questions, <;all Walt Disney World Auditions, 407-3455.701 Monday-Friday, 10 a.m.-4 p.m. (EST). .
.
AllfuU lime entertainers emplriyed by Wall Dis"ey World Co. are covered under the
terms and cot1ditions of a collectwe h<frgaining agreemimt with Actor.<' equity. ·
Association.
·

Ir.Ill APublic Service of I~ USO\ ~oll!st Service
~~ and your State foll!ster.

..

.

e·.
lllOllJ

"'

.ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT FOREST FIRES.. . . . . .
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XU runners tripped up
·at Queen City Invitational
hurtthemselvestwoweeksbefore the conference meet.
The Xavier Newswire
Sophomore Mitch Graham
led the Muskies with 25th place
Last Friday, Xavier's cross
(of 130 runners), which was
good enough to break into
country teams ran in front of a
home crowd as the women
Miami and UC's top seven
runners. Sophomore Matt
placed fourth out of eight
Alander scored in 28th place,
teams and the men placed 11th
one second behind Graham.
of 12 at the Queen City Invitational.
Alander said, "It was a race
Hosted by UC, the fields.infilled with tough competition
eluded teams from Miami "It was a race filled
. that we really didn't push our(men's), Morehead State, with tough competition
selves to focus on."
Cedarville, Northern Ken- that we really didn't.
Junior Dan Rosenbaum fintucky,Dayton (men's), Wright
ished 68th with a 29:25.7 for
the BK (five mile)race. "It was
State, Kenyon, Rio Grande and push ourselves to focus
several local running clubs.
on."
probably my.worst race ever,
-Matt A lander
not time-wise, but by the way I
The Lady Muskies started
. felt," he said.
the day by running the best
Sophomore
Christy
· Junior Joe Taddeo followed
team race all season. SophamoreLauraBreitensteinplaced Schlaechter was Xavier.'slast 19 places later with a 30:16.7.
seventh overaU in 20:14 for the runner· to compete, placing Roµnding out the scoring five
SK (3.1 mile) hilly course.
64th. Cedarville, Kenyon and in 91st place was co-captain
Chris Westermeyer in 30:29.4.
"I wasn't pleased with my UC placed ahead of X.
time, but I was pretty satisfied
"Noone needs to bea hero,"
Co-captain John Yannessa
with the people I beat," said said Coach Bob Roncker be~ finished in -30:39.7 for 94th
Breitenstein.
fore the ra~e. "If you're hurt- place. "At first I felt bad about
Only three collegiate run- . ing [be_cause of an injury], I my ·race,'.' said Yanessa. "But
ners placed in front ()f Laura,· give you permission to drop now I realize that I have to
the other three were women out.
focus on our last two meets."
from local clubs;
"The races that are imporSophomores Tom Cloppert
In 22nd place was junior tant now are the conference ·placed 105th in 31:29.8, Jack
Heather Richmond (21:39), meet and regionals."
Lindeman l12th (32:17.2) and
captain Jill Burgess w.as 20
The men entered the race AI Kovacic l18th (32:38.3).
s~conds and 12 plac.es behind 0 • witl\"the feeHllgthey could do - JuniorNick Minogue rounded
Richmond. Nancy Hackett as well as fifth or as poorly as out Xavier's teamin 120th place
placed 36th at 22:17.
12th. But they didn't want to with a time of 33:17.2.
By Lena A. In'a

As they have in past races,
the team counted on freshman
Cathy Wright to score the neeessarypoints to finish what the
top four had started .. She did,
placing 43rd (of 68) in 22:38 to
give the team 125 points. The
Lady
Muskies
edged
Morehead State for fourth
place by one point.

'Dam, I should have got it or Nock and Zang had 14and 13
hit itharder,"Blunkexplained. kills, ·respectively. "Our defrorri page 7
Things didn't get better fensive attitude wasn't there,"
against Midwestern Collegiate said Blunk.
The loss is a major disaphas posed proble~s for X.ev7 Conferencerival UD, The team
ery year. This year was no didn't come out with the same pointment for the Lady
different. "Theyunderestimate intensity· it had i~ defeating 'Muskies as they dropped from
us .every year. They don't re- Butle(and Evansville the pre- - first in the MCC to third with a
alize we're better _then they vious weekend .. ·· ./
.
2-1 record. "l'm'personally
"We, -were physically pre- embarrassed because it was a
.think,"' said Nunn.
The statistics aren't too im- pared, to play, but.we weren't conference match," said Nunn.
"It's almost as if we're
, pressive,buttheywereenough, mentally prepared," said
to pull outthe victory. Leading Nunn. "They came out strong starting a new season now. It
the team on defense were jun- because they knew we were on was like we were building up
ior Mary Nock with 25 digs, a. roll. One of their players said · to lose to 5omeone like we did,
freshman Missy Hathorn with they played one of their best and now that it's over we can
· go on," said Blunk.
17andjuniorAndiVanWinkle games. They wanted it."
Alld on they must go as they .
andseniorKathleenMc.Carthy .· Blunk. said X came out
with 14ea·ch. Nunnledwith44 scaredandUDcameoutfiring. travel to Notre Dame and
setsandfreshtncinJillPenihad And the statistics prove it. X Loyola, where they've faced a
17kills.
·
recorded only 58 digs com- · rough Lady Ramblers squad.·
· "Weweren'tasfocused. We pared to UD's68. Nock led the "We have a lotto prove to show
weren't hitting as hard or dig- . team with 15, followed by 12. that the Butler and Evansville
gingasmanyballsasweshould by sophomore Gwen Zang. wins weren't flukes," said.
have. After plays we said, Nunn finished with 40 sets. Blunk. "We'll be focused.".

VOLLEYBALL,

WOMEN'S SOCCER,
from page 7
get the worst of it. The referees lost total control of the
gamein the second half. TheLadyMuskiesweregiven two
yellow cards and two red because of the physical nature of
the match.
Vrbancic was ejected from the game after retaliating
from a kick by a Radford player.
X also had some
casualties in the game as freshmen Tara Riffle and Sue
Miller received injuries which could keep them· out of
action next weekend.
X players didn't blame the tie on the officials, but it was
clear they were upset about some of the calls.
"The referees were not consistent at all, said junior
Maureen Harrington.
·
"I'm disappointed," said Veid.
Overall, the Lady Muskies played superb defense.
Goalkeeper Kelcey Ervick recorded her second shutout of
the ~eekend.
X could have w9n the match, but a goal by Veid was
disallowed when the officials ruled obstruction after her
indirect penalty kick.
.
. Xis now 13-2-2 on the season. They face their toughest
. tests of the season when they play George· Mason on
Saturday and Midwe~tern Collegiate Conference rival
NotreDameonSunday. Bothsquadsarenationallyranked.
Veid said, "They're must wins, but both teams are
· beatable."
·
0

The Lady. Muskies
experienced a difficult
week, going 1-1-1.
They finished the week
Radford
who
University,
battled hard with Xfor
the 0-0 tie in overtime.
Senior
Laura
fullback
·Wambach attempts to
trap the ball and score
against
Radford
Sunday afternoon. .
Right,: Goalkeeper
Kelcey E1vi~k boots the
ball downfield during
the 0-0 overtime tie
with Radford.
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Alumni Highlight

Cookies
Homecoming marks SOth reunion for 9-1 team
Can you imagine buying a
tuxedo for $35 or a round trip
fare to Washington, D. C. on
Greyhound for $12.95?
What about having cigarette advertisements in your
university's paper, or .celebrating your university's
Centennial?
These are some things
alumni will be talking about
during Homecoming this year.
One of the most talked about
athletic seasons will be the 50th
reunion of the 9-1 football
team.
Out of 300 students who
enrolled that year, only 37
young men played on the entire squad. At that time only
four buildings stood on the
then Victory Boulevard campus.
. • .
Today, about 19 n:i.embers
of the 1941 team will reunite
Friday, inaHyde Park, home
during this Homecoming.
One of the members from
the 1941 team was Chuck
"Red" Lavelle, of Cathedral
Latin.
This Cleveland native lettered three years in football,
and is a member of the Legion
of Honor.
· The phi.losophy major.~
members playingatOeveland
Municipal Stadium against,
John Carroll. X won 25-0, but
JCU would produce a great
defensive back, Don ·Shula ..
Shula is currently head coach

By Diana Staab
The Xavier Newswire
Need a break?
Try Commuter Services ·
weekly "coffee brake." .
Two evenings a week and
Saturdays, when staffing
permits, compli~entary
coffee and cookies will ·be·
offered at the Commuter
Info Center (CIC). The Infonnation Centeris located
on
the Ground Floor in the
Abcive left: Xavier University campus, 1942.
Photo courte9y of
University
Center.
Chuck "Red" Lavelle, April 1953.
.The Cincinnati Enquirer
Coffee brake is held
Monday
and Tuesday eveo(the Miami Dolphins.
October 18th was the
The powerhouse, Hoyas of
Lavelle, former XU quar- MuskiesonlylQssthatseason. Washington, D.C., came into. nings from 4:45 to 6:45pm.
terback, recalled the_ game be- XU was only able to score six CorcoranField,toanothersold
CIC is open Saturdays
twee.n Georgetown College. points against Kentucky Uni- out crow~. The Hoyas and · 9am-12,~s staffing permits.
The nation watched this game versity ... The Wildcats with their big line would leave as
Conie on down, the coffee's
because it was the first time a their strong line beat "little losers 14-6.
.
·
brewing
and ·thecookiesare
football team ever spotted Xavier" 21-6.
.
With a '9~1 "reeord, Xavier
..
P.iled
high.;_
·
their opponent six points.
.·.The last gall\e ofthe seaso~ .·' WC1~ eo~id~raj~:(pr.'.t}\e,;§u)}
. "We kicked. ·off·· to was'Xavier.'s big .chance: 'J'.he , · BoWt·:~We·m~s.setl'.otifo_f~the
.. New this year, coffee
· Georgeto'Wn (Kentucky) and 1942 schedule would be influ- · Sun Bowl because we did not
brake is proving to be a hit.
made a path," said Lavelle. · enced tremendously by the have a lot of following," · "It's great," said Betty
"The kid ran it back 80yards outcome of the game.
Lavelle said. To the Bowl
Peddicord; CAPS student, .
fora touchdown, and that was
"We walked through our Committee, home. following . "and the people' in this of· ·
the only points they would game plan at noon time, on was a 'big factor .. ·
fice are so friendly and·
ever score." Xavier won that the baseball field, in street
Lavelle in 1941 was 5'-9",
bubbly
they draw students
game by the score of 63-6.
clothes for the coming game," 170 pounds, ·and considered
right
in.
· I Jed very wel- ·
He will never forget play- Lavelle said.
one of ·the best and smartest
corned
this
year."•·
ing the Dayton Flyers in front
' Georgetown ·University field generals in' the Muskies
..
of 14,000 fan at Corcoran Field. came' into the city with the history. · ·. ·. · ·
. (Th~ ~bove quote was
Lavelle ·graduated in 1942. paid for with coffee and
"We beat Dayton for the biggest line in the country. All
mythical Ohio collegiate but two of the. linemen wer~ and played professionaHoot:..
cookies by the "coffee
championship," said Lavelle. over 190 pounds.
· ball with the Philadelphia
brake" Committee of
It snowed the seeond half
"Georgetown had been to Eagles. HecamebacktoXavier
Commuter Services. Join
of that game, but XU had a the Sugar Bowl the year be- . as a freshman football coach
us soon, won't you? ) .
field day, 27-0;
fore," said Lavelle.
·
in 1947.

Opinions on new S~preme Court Justice
"I think that he 0udge Tho- .the relationship than meets the
mas) did something to Anita . eye," said an anonymous stu.
Hill and that there.is more to dent.
With the confirmation' of
"I don't think he should
Oarence Thomas as the newhave been nominated because
est Supreme Court Justice,
he wants to squash the very .
many reactions to this historic
programs that helped him to
event have come about.
achievehis.stationin life," said'
People from al~ walks of
sophomore Denise Logan. ·
lifeviewed the drama between.
"I didn't want him nomiJudge Thomas and law .pronated because he is against
fessor Anita Hill, who accused
Affirmative Action," ·said
him of sexual harassment.
junior Angela Belzer.
Xavier students have· a
"The situation with Anita
wide array of opinions on the
Hill was irrelevantto me," she
Oarence Thomas saga.·
.
said;
· ·
"The republicans used
·."He
may
surprise· us all
sexual harassment and race ·
arid do a great job,'~ said jun· as a smoke screen to cover up
ior Michael Davis.
·
the fact that Judge Thomas
. Time will tell what kind of
record was. one of judicial
Supreme· Court · Jus_tice,
mediocrity,"· said Jesse Jackciaren&e Thomas
Clarence Thomas will be. ··
son Jr.

By Dwight Mims
The Xavier Newswire
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By E.S. Wadlington III
The Xavier Newswire
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Haunted Hap·penings
0n...9lpri£19, 1953, an unusuaf[y coU aay in

a

Oefortl, Oliio, 'J?.pnil.Uf 'Tammen, sopfionwre at
Miami 'Ur1fversity·, aisappearea ana was never
liearifrom;again.
'11iat same niglit, a young man fitting liis ae·
scription sliowei up on tfie doorstep of a ·woman
wfio Civeiin 1'ive-9vfife Ofiio. Sfiesaiifie neeaeato
catcli a 6us am!appearei to not k_now wfio fie was.
Slie pointeifiim in tfie airection ant! tft.e 6oy was on
fiis way, on foot, in tfie•coU. -~·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ _ _ , ; , ,
By Molly A. Donnellon

The Xaveir Newswire
The story of the disappearance of Ronald Tammen has
haunted the campus of Miami
Universitysinceit'soccurance.
Dr. Phillip. Shriver, former
president of ·the un~_versity,
. keeps his -memory alive each
Halloween season by presenting ''¥iami Mysteries," a prOgram where he tells the most
cC>mplet¢ 'incomplete: 'sfory of
Tammen.:
·
As· Shriver willteli, the fall
Top: Dr. Phillip S~river Bottom: The Marcum
after· his disappearance,. stuConference Center, where Fisher.Hall.used to stand.
dents who lived in Fisher Hall
claimed to hear singing which
ranged fro.m the highest highs tion th~t the university's pho- ready answer that you can
Cllld. the l~westlows; they heard tographer would be preserit. give," Shriver said.
this several nights in .a row.
"I don't think I'll ever beIn the two hours of the seance,
One evening they v~ntured only one noise was heard out- lieve in ghosts... .I tell mysterto The Gardens, where the side a window ... the ,picture ies _because it's Halloween
singing was coming from and uncovered a picture of a win- time.'' ·He currently teaches
. they saw a form dressed in a 'dow, nothing more.
Ohio History, Miami History,
black robe. They gave chase to
Students tried again to and History of.the Old North~
the thing making the noise, but spiritually find
west.
,
·
lost it in the woods. Students Tammen in 1975.
rumored the idea that Ron This time, at the top
Tammen ghost had come back. of the second hour
Fisher Hall, however, held of the seance, ·the
other stories of hauntings. Dr. medium had a viGeoffrey Fishburn, who still sion of a boy sitting
teaches at MiamF University, iQ a room listening
shares. a haunting experience tb music, doing his
with the student of one of his homework. He entheatre classes~ They heard visioned this boy
noises in rooms above them leaving his room to
Photo by M.A. Donnellon
which were completely unin- follow an unfamiliar noise. The noise · The Fonnal Gardens, where a p(umtorr_z
habited.
ghost was spotted in 1954_.
Also, a statue of Judge Elam took him to' the
Shriver will tell all the deFisher, the man responsible for basementofthebuildingwhere
· fui:iding of. the building, kept he was hit over the head three tails he has pieced together remysteriously moving· from times .. The students uri.der- garding the disappearance of
room to room. Upon deciding stood this to be a description of Roil Tammen, the hauntings of
Fisher Hall, and stories about
to track the movements of the the night of April 19, 1953.
statue,. the motion· seemed to · Due to'llpper floor instabil- the Tomb of Ebaneezer and
ity, Fisher Hall was eventually Reid Hall, all located on the
signal the initials E.F. .
campus. of Miami University
. In the late '60s, students. demolished in 1978. · . ·
· Shriver does not .believe in · this year at "Miami Mysterasked Shriver if they cou~d
bring a medium to campus ~o ghosts. "I don't attempt to ex- ies." It will take place on
call the spirit of .Tammen m plain them, I just wrestle with Monday, Oct. 28,· 7 p.m., at
.Fisher.Hall. Shriver granted them. I have come to the con- Shriver Hall in the Heritage
·
. pe~s5ion with ·t~e -~t~p~~~-. clusion that there is only no . Room. ·
....... :..

.

.

,.

. - .,, . ,.

·~.-

~'

... -·
;

.. .

"

..

Cincinnati offers lots of op- haunted house is located off of
portunitiesforHalloween thrill Union Road in a very old and
seekers. The Halloween fun creepy house~ The house was
has alieady begun and will put together by the Boone
continue through trick and County Jay Cees. Admission
treat day itself.
is$4.00 for adults and $3.00 for
For those who like a good children. The haunted house
scare, there's theQ102 Haunted operates between the J:iours of
House at St. Rita's school for 7arid 10p.m.onThursdayand
the deaf. St. Rita's is the only Sunday, and between 7p.m.
privatelyfundedschoolforthe and midnight on Friday and
deaf running from pre-school Saturday. For further inforthrough high school in the mation, call 321- 8900.
country, and there are many
WLW radio is sponsoring
reasons why their ~----~
_haunted house is
considered to be one
of the best. First of
all, St. Rita.'s has an
entire building that
is used only for the
haunted . house.
Work starts in early
February to prepare.
the 13 room building
and transform it into
· a place where even
the bravest mortals
will be frightened.
The I?uilding dates
back to before the
Civil War,and it was
also partofthe famed
Underground Rail- ·
· Photo by Ellen Bird
road. Another reason why St. Rita,'s
St. Rita's Ha1mted House
haunted house is one
of the best is because every a haunted house in the old
year the hC?Use is Completely Swallen's building at 54~!:>
The
different than the previous year Glen way A venue.
since it's start in 1978. This haunted house will run Friday
year the haunted house in- through Sunday between tl~e .
cludes a swinging bridge. hours of 7 and 11 ,p.m. The
When asked if the house was admission cost is $2.50.
For a more unusual' Halscary enough to scare the adults
as. well as the children, Kelly loween experience, there is a
DeetersofSt. Rita'sresponded, haunted castle in Loveland and
"It's startling.'' Funding for. a haunted trail in Fairfield. The
the haunted house comes from Loveland castle is an actual
various sponsors, and a II of the castle built by hand by one man
work is done on a volunteer trying to give his wife somebasis by the Greater Springdale thing special. Parking in availJayCees. Lastyear, the haunted able at Phillips park, and a
house made 40,00 for the shuttle service can take you to
school. The walk through the the castle. Tickets are $2.50.
haunted house takes 5 to 10 . Clairmont County is sponminutes, and itonly costs $2.00. soring a Halloween campout
The haunted house will run in East Fork State Park, on 1-75,
the 24th through the 31st, and exit 638, on the 25th and 26th.
The Historic Southwest
.the hours change from night to
night. To find out what time it Ohio Office is sponsoring a
will be open on a particular Scarecrow and Pumpkin Festival form 1-Sp.m. on the 27th in
day, call 771-1060.
Warm98 is also sponsoring Sharon Woods Village.
On the 26th, the Young
a haunted house, from the 24th
tothe31st,from7-10p.m. each Friends of the Zoo is holding
evening; TheWahn98haunted the "Beastie Ball", with danchouse is at the Comboni Mis- ing, food, and a costume consions on Naegle street, between test. For ticket information call
White Castle and Ground 281-4701.
Round. Thereisa$2.50charge.
Radio ·station WGRR is -By Jana Gerard, Patrick
· sponsoring a haunted house in Cooney and Molly A.
Florence, Kentucky. The Donnellon
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What's the most humiliating thing that has, or could happen to you on a date?
MA~Li(.
This is mad talk, the section
qf the paper devoted to utter
madness. We'll pick the
questions, you provide the
answers.
If anyone has an idea for a
question, send it to the attention of M.A.D. at. The Xavier

Newswire.
We'd like to thank the kind
souls who sharedtheir most
horrific, or potentially horrific,
tales of dating.

\IOVIE REVIEW

Photos by Ellen Bird

Sarah Cook,
Sophomore:
"When I was
a junior in
high school, I
got sick on
my date at a dance ... he was
. the star ~asketball player."
Kevin White,
Junior: "If
we went
somewhere,
and she left
without
telling me."

MOVIE REVIEW

Chris Burden, Freshman: "Being
told you
remind her of
Adrian Zmed, that guy from
Dance Fever."
Kate Kenyon,
Freshman:
"Dating a
punk and
having him
mistaken as a
racist by a group of
African-Americans."

MOVIE REVIEW

Matt Thomas,
Freshman:
"Most humiliating things
happen to me
before a
date .. .I got dumped one week
before prom, when she'd
already accepted a month ago."

Katsie Hodar,
Freshman:
"Going out
on a blind
date, and
having him
get drunk and get violent
with my girlfriends."
. ~""~
Mary-Kate
Nocella,
Sophomore:
"Getting stuck
in an elevator
for two hours
on the first date, it was funny
for the first 20 minutes."

- - - - - - - Terry Mc
Hugh, Junior:
"Being taken
somewhere,
and being
totaJiy
forgotten."

MOVIE REVIEW

MOVIE REVIEW

Ice melts in
acting debut

'Little Man Tate's' Foster and Hann-Byrd make the grade
interest."
Jodi e Foster ·plays
The Xavier Newswire
DeeDee Tate, Fred's
mother. Her need for him
to be accepted as normal,
"Little Man Tate" is a story by keeping Fred in areguabout a child genius and his lar school, is challenged by,
struggle with his own mind. Jane Griesen (Di(\nne
"Little Man Tate" is a story Wiest) who heads a sehool
about a mother's painful and for exceptional children.
.Fred must then choose
endearing love for her ·child.
"Little Man Tate" is a story between .expanding his.
about a woman trying to relate mind or remaining a child.
·.in other peoples' worlds. Hisstruggletokeepbothof
"Little Man Tate," filmed in his choices in his life is what
Cincinnati last summer, is makesthismoviesospecial.
magnificent.
· Isanexceptionalgiftsomething
Fred Tate has a mind that so important that other aspects
surpassesallwhoconfronthim, of that person's life should
but emotionally, he is a seven- come to a halt to develop that
year-old boy. His need for ac- gift, or is balance a basic need?
ceptance rises above other,
Dianne Wiest's thoughtful
peoples' needs for him to be performance as Jane was betwhatthey feelto be in his "best tered only by a remarkable boy

doing an extraordinary job on her directorialdebutwhile · By $ally Rios
starring in the film. The Xavier Newswire
Her ability to trans-.
pose herself from
one character to ari. other completely
differentcharacteris
a sign that she is a
true actress.... .

By Patrick Cooney

-~- Judgingfro~.the:.

audience's reaction
.. ·... ,, . .
.
Adam Hann-Byrd and Jodi Foster

file photo

t?thefilm,i.tisde~~

tmed to become a big
hit. It has been a·
named Adam Hann-Byrd, who · longtime since there has been
plays Fred. ·His protrayal of a movie o'fthis caliber that can
FredTate.willmakeyoulaugh, mov~ people in so. iTiany difcry, and want to reacn into the ferentway~ withoµtall the crap
screen and give him a reassur- that. we can see. when we turn
ing hug.
on the television. The waiting
Jodie Foster should also be is over. . ,
,
given special recognition for
.~
. ··:'.
..., ~

Vanilla Ice

.Welcome to the 'twentysometlti11g' g~l)eratio_g_ ,."c~:rg!a1c~~~,~~~~h~~~:t
By Mick Clay
Contributing writer
I sat in the E5quire theater
with a sma!J group of longtime
Clifton dwellers and listened to
them, as the film "Slacker"
walked to its next scenario. The
comparisons of the cast to acquaintancesin their "real" experiencesaround the University of
Cincinnati campus.
No,themoviewasnotfilmed,.·
here as the current trend indicates, but in the college town of
Austin, Texas, by resident
filmaker Richard Linklater, who
wrote, produced and directed
"Slacker." It could have been
Clifton as wellasanyothertown
with a "college scene."
If you have stumbled about
the Clifton area, you will understand in greater significance the
valuable character studies. ex-

amined in leisurely· glances by but hasn't come ~p ~ith a~y~ . ,;g~ts -you~ :littl~:~loser(to the
·
rock God herself than a poster."
this independan tty-created thing much better."
genre of regional cinema.
But most of the brash, comeThat extension becomes. a 97ThefocusofRichard Linklater / minute film that ·Strolls about die tone is OVertoned by a nagis the college-town subculture thecampus-related rommunity,- ging question. What is the
comprised primarily of the casually bumping into the co~- : t\ventysomething generation
"twenty-something'' generation. versationsofapproximately.100 '.~oing?
·
In July of 1990, Time maga- different portrayers.
·
. ·.. Possibly, that is what makes
zinedevoted a cover story to this
"Slacker'' is void of tradition- .:'Slacker" ~o socially important.
group, saying, "this. is the
twentysomethi.ng. generation, ·ally centrali~ed·and deye,l~ped . · The..film,has won raving .ac.c:o~
those 48 million young Ameri- characters;. rather, t.he viewer lades at.major film fcstivals,and
. cans ages 18 thru 29 who fall becomes.the.camera:,the"th~me · Heel it is a film needing, in urbetween the famous baby playing;rewinding a'ndplaf.ing . gency, to be seen by the 48 mi,1boomers and the boomlet of again, . moving through town lion members of this "Slacker/
children the baby boomers are eavesdropping/ documerith)g twentysomething'.' group of hu·
··
manity.
now producing (Time Vol 136, for oneself;
No; 3 1990)."
·
The film feels uneven, yet this
We, of this cd ucated generaLinklater extends it to this lends to the reality of this per- tion, can fix the problems and
definition: "Slacker (slak'er) n. ambulating style. "SlackeJ'." of- accomplish the goals created by
1. a person who evades duties fers familiarly hilarious situa- past generations if we wake up
and responsibilities; 2. a new tions such as the young woman or quit slacking off;maybe,"for·
generation of young people, pri- who rerounts enthusiastically a this. crowd, Camelot may ,be a
marily centered around college taleofaroadwaysnipcrandthcn place in the fuhirc, notjust a
campuses, thatrejccts the values offers to sell a pap smear alleg- . no~talgia trip to the past (Time
of the generation before them, edly belonging to Madonna, · Yol 136_No:3_1990);''.
.· ·

"cool:' The movie is characterized by bad acting, a sickeningly ridiculous plot, and
poor cinematography.
As Johnny, a city-slicker rap
star with an attitude, Vanilla·
Ice and his motorcycle "po'sse"
attempt to take a hiatus from
big city life. They head up the
highway towards northern
California, but get sidetracked
in Smalltown, U.S:A. It is in
this'small town:where the facsimile
plot begins to take
shape.
'
''
'
Johnny falls for Kathy, a·
. beautiful young woman with
lofty ideals ·and ·big dreams.
However, Kathy's father, not
to mention her boyfriend, does
not approve. Kathy herself is
unsure of Johnny until he takes
her on an all-day motorcycle

of a

ICE

'

··continued on .page 14

.
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excursion where he endears himself to
her by spouting such a ridiculous
phrasesas,"Itain't where you from, it's
where you at." In the course of their 12hour picnic, Johnny and Kathy fall in
love. But alas, young love is never easy.
To further complicate the matter,
Kathy's family is being stalked and
threatened by two ex-cons. They had
been sent to jail on evidence given by
Kathy's father while he was a New
York City cop.
. ·
.
The· convicts appear more foolish
than malevolent as they tell Kathy's
dad, "If you don't give us what we're
asking for, you're·really going to be
asking for it." They become desperate
enough to kidnap Kathy's younger
brother. Never fear though, Johnny
recognizes the background noise on
the ransom tape,· and so he and his
posse head off to save the day.

MEET

DON'T MISS
THE DEAb LINE_.!!

.. THE PEOPLE UNDER THE STAIRS"

Time is almost up to enter the Diversions Ghost Story contest.· We've al.ready got prospects for winners, let's
see if your's can outdo theirs.
Again, the first prize l\'inner v.rill
receive dinner for two at Willie's Sports
Bar and Grill and tickets for two to ·
Universal's latest, "The People Under
The Stairs."
All entries must be received by this
Sunday to be eligible.
All entries will receive our praise~
than.ks, affection and, o.k., two tickets
to the movie!

All in all, "Cool As Ice" is nothing
more than a glamourized excuse for
Vanilla Ice to showcase his music and
his danc- _ _ _ _ _ _ __
ing. Every
pause in
action is
transfo·r med,
intoadance ·
scene reminiscent of
Club MTV
on location.
from hell.
T h e
movie does
contain a
_
glimmer of talent from Kathy and her
R A
family, and the scene in which Kathy's
E W E
father tells her of his predicament with
the evil ex-cons could even be consid0 L
ered touching.
These few bright spots do not shin~ ~
,_.
enough· .to overpower· Vanilla Ice.',s
~·
1
amaiing ego, however. ·~ce, ~ce, baby1?. .
. ·. · . · · ..
Nope-nope. ' ,
· ·. · - · ·
·· .. ·

N
T

"In every neighborhood there is one house
that adults whisper about and children cross
the street to avoid. Now, Wes Craven, creator of 'Nightmare on Elm Street,' take·s you ·
inside."
Don't have any plans for Halloween?
Thanks to Universal Pictur~s, you now have
a date with "The People Under The Stairs."
On Tuesday, Oct. 29, at noon, The Newswire
will give away free passes to a special premier of this latest release. Passes can be
picked up at The Newswire office, in the house
directly next to CBA. The passes admit two
and are good for a Halloween night screening at 7:30 p.m., at the Loews Tri-County
·cinema at Cassinelli Square ..
. Free passes and posters may be obtained
ahea_d of time by entering the Qiversions
Ghost Story Contest. If you write a ghost
·story for The Newswire and we think'"it's the
most believable and/ or scary, you'll not only
receive free movie passes, you'll receive dinner for two Willie's Sports Bar and Grill in
Kenwood.

to

_!!:::!:::!==:=:==::::::::::=::::===:::::=::::::=:::;i

__ ::~K
MANA"c:r1cN 1 -~-"--~:. ~ ~lf;HT
FOR'NON•TRADFTIONAL''STUDENT!- · .

ii

·:-J~in

us .for ·Monday·.Night-Footba/11
Montgomery Pointe Plaza
B740 Montgomery Road

*

891-2204

-

PRIVIOUS WOM liXPlilUli"CE •••

3 tiJ 5 ywts In a ~ft1$$1ohal, or

t'nlltra&tmtm:

taf)9Clty In strVlee or
.

q~envlronrnent.

. UISI $500 ... $1000... $1500

-,-o-•LJ··
.f:Y;r;:~~
FU.-...D

(ALL STYLES)
JUST OFF HYDE PARK SQUARE
ON OBSERVATORY

· Blf-1718
Ion -Thurs. 10 -1 •Fri. & Sat. 10-& •Sun. 1 • 5
HOURS·
.'
. '
•(WITH THIS AO)

• ..

-.. 7JHft ,.,... be " lllllque ~t opportunfty fi>r rw· Irr Stttr llonlc~ ktal
· ·'IJWltlf ,,,.,,,.,, wflldl aerws f#le <Jncmcrd. Payton and 941der County - ·
Th~· pmldons an! OYUlloble !!.> mast nan-trodftlonal dlldt!nb ltflo meet flte
fWllWlnf Qfterla:

WONDERFUL NEW -

~ conoN SWEATERS

RAISING
· For r.our fraternity,
sorority, team or other
campus organization.
A8SOLUrl1 J NO
INVfSrMINr •1au1•1DI

*
*

INTSRliST • - •
In he&fnnlng a career In the financial sentc;ei lridu11try.

CoLLeal! Dl!O"H •••
Of'

r:omplttion of degree hy ~ng of 1992.

· We tnvtte you·to attend a reception
October 2"1, 1991 • !!>10 p.m.-7:00 p.m.
Xavier U1.lversity
Terra~e Roorri--Untversity Center
· - - - - · · '···----------_..

STAR &ANC

CORPORATION
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CALL. DOMINO'S.
PIZZA FOR
ROOM SERVICE.

'

396-7400
3915 MO.NTGO.MERY RD~ .

· · "'1

.-Mic:;r~~~.·eg . ":~-~~c>Yl'r)art <-.

· 5 ·. October birthstone
g Per,.Y _ _
13 Missouri Indian tribe
- 14 California wlrievalley
15 Bad
16 Recent Dodger
18 Quote

1

: .,'

'

.-

~·

,:

-··

·. DOWN
"Wherf you wish upon;___
,. "

2 · St.:Louis. ' .
3 . Exclamation .

.astweek

4 Fix the joint again
Ii · Single
·

6 Italian town .·
· 19 Eloper's tool
20 Larry, __ and.Cur1y 7 Protective garment .
21 Chemical endings . .·. a Hen's job . . · ·. · ·.
22 Precedes .
9 Detroit Tigery'·fielder
"GAMl":Jap·anese art .
others ,
23 Dodger's home
1o Sheep~like
26 Ms. Comaneci
11 Little bugs
28 'Petrol
12 Cheei-sfor Jose Canseco
· 29 Verbal
1~ Capital of Norway
47 Foot hinges
31 Weakest
.17 Child's direction
49 Ceramic workers .
24 Swedish cars·
34 Lawyer's org,
50 Homer's enchantress
37 City in France.
25 Devours .
51 French river
.· Air
· · 27- Everything
39
52 Gullible
. 40. Locales ·.·
,
· 29 . Eggs
42 Stamp collector s org. 30 Tear
53 Northeast Tel: Co.
43 .Took a siesta
32 Dwight Gooden, eg 55 Dentures· .
56 .Estimating words
46 Cheer's Car1a
33 Ms. Verdugo
. 47.()wn in.Glasgow
·34 Oakla11d team -~
57 Young horse .
60· Region·
48 Rel~ting to birth
35 Quilters'.: meeting
50 Reds locale
.
King
of
Judah
63 Slippery
36
·. 38
Davis:Red's
54 Wor1d War narea
57 ·The Whit~ So.~ Car/to11. .. . fielder
. 58
Nineties .
41 Rei. fund,
59 A beetle
. .44 Puzzi~s. eg.

and

s·TUDENT SPE.CIA.L
MEDIUM ONE . ·$·. ·4··.· 00
TOPPING. PIZZA. . . ·'7!
'·

Llmlled llme otter. Valid only at participating locations.· Customer pays sales tax.
Delivery areas llmhed to ensure safe driving. Our drivers carry les.s than $20.00.

S TU DE N T S PE C lA·L.
LARGE ONE ·. ~··s· :ft;\.'
TOPPINCi,PIZZ~~·:
~7:~
.

·. ·

.

Limited time offer. Valid only at participating locations •. Customer pays sales tax ...
Delivery areas limited to ensure safe driving. Our drivers carry less than $20.00.

61 Mi-. Hersheiser ·

. 62 Baseball playoffs,
64

Larid measure .

.

·

c ··

·

eg 45 . o~rting events

. '

65 With In Paris
· 66 ·Right har'Ktf>age
67 The .Cardifaal's Smith and

othm ·

C 199t.GFR Allsoclates AU R.lpts reserved
_!,Q.! 8~4~1 '·Scheneetad NY 12301
·.

.
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OFF THE DEEP END
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STICKMAN
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Commuter Services presents
a Focus Group Discussion on
"Safety and Commuters" in
the Regis Room from 10:45
a.m~-Noon. There is also a
Commuter Council Open
Meeting from 11 a.m.-Noon
in the Commuter Lounge.
All are invited.

All announcements for the
weekly Calendar ·must be
sent to The Xavier Newswire
office on Ledgewood Ave. by
Friday, prior to publication,
by 5:00 p.m. Please direct
mail to Gary Wahoff, Calendar editor. Be sure to include
name and phone number

October

23

"Vegout" today at
the Dorothy Day
House.

The XU Rec-Sports department presents a Nautilus
Instruction tonight at 7p.m.
in the OSC weight room.
The women's volleybali team
take on their cross-river
rivals NKU tonight at 7:30
p.m. Come on out and cheer
them on to a victory.

24

CODA meets today
from 5:45-7 p.m. in
the Student Conference Room.

Alcoholics Anonymous
meets today from 7-8:30 p.m.
in the Regis Room.
Commuter Services.holds a
Star Bank Adult Reception in
the Terrace Room from 5:30-7
p.m.
"The World's Largest
Aerobics Class" runs today at
4 p.m. in the OSC MulitPurpose Room.
Homecoming's
ComedyFest III
featuring Dennis
Milleds tonight at 8p.111. in
Schmidt Fieldhouse.

25

·

University Ministry sponsors
a College Friends Halloween
Party. Call 745-3567 for info.
Today is the deadline for
December Graduation.
Chemistry 390 presents Mr.
Stephen Lawson who will
speak on "Molecular Modeling of Disaccharides." Also
speaking will be Mr. Michael
Selby, with the topic of
"Multi-element Ana;ysis in
'Real Substance' Mixtures."
The Homecoming
Dance is tonight
from 9 p.m.-1 a.m.
at the Convention Center
featuring Jady Current.

Larry Coryell
perfoms at 7:30
p.m. in th University Center Theatre for the
Jazz Guitar Series.
The men's soccer team takes
on Detroit in an MCC match.

28

SGA meeting at 2:30 p.m. in
CBA2.

The annual Homecoming All
For One Classic starts today
at 10 a.m. at the OSC.

Commuter Services presents
"Survive Personal Protection
Seminar" from 7~9 p.m. in the
Theatre. Tickets are available
at the Commuter Info Center
and through Talbert House.
Students may get free tickets
atthe CIC. A Coffee Break is
also scheduled from 4:45-6:45
p.m.

The women's soccer team
tak_essm George Mason today
. aLlp.m.
·

A "Night Photography"
instructional session runs
from 7-8 p.m. in the Regis
Room of the University
Center.

The St. Rita
Haunted House
runs today
through Oct. 31. Doors open
at 7 p.m. and admission is $2.
Call 771-1060 for more
details.

26

Commuter Services offers a
Coffee Brake from 9-10:45
a.rn. at the Info Center.

and Liberation Theology" at ·
7:30 p.m. in Kelley Auditorium in Alter Hall.

29

Dr. Marc Ellis will
speak on "The
Jewish.Holocaust

Retraction
D_uetoanerroron the part of
Microsoft Computer Corporation. Their representatives Will
NOT be visiting our campus
for interviews on the November 5. The Newswire and Microsoft apologize for any inconvenience this may have
caused anyone.

CLASSIFIEDS Financial Aid available
immediately! Special grants
program. Every student is
eligible. No one turned
down. Simple application.
Send name, address and $1
P&H fee (refundable to :
Student Services, P.O. Box 224026, Hollywood, FL 33022
Computer tutoring and
consulting service, for
students needing help with
computer courses. Also
programming and software
installation services provided. Paul 851-5230.

Typing service Provided.
Resumes, cover letters, theses
and other documents. Anne
851-5230.

You could advertise in this
space for just 25 cents a word.
Sell your goods and services
fast in the Newswire

Travel Sales Representative;
STS, the leader in collegiate
travel needs motivated
individuals and groups to
promote Winter /Spring
Break trips. For information
call Student Travel Services,
Ithaca, NY at 1-800-648-4849
The Newswire !s looking for
ad representatives and
photographers If interested·
please contact Michael
DeAloia , General Manager
C/O The Xavier Newswire,
3800 Victory Parkway,
Cincinnati, OH 45207. Call
745-3832 for more information.
BEST DAMN CAMPUS REP "
WANTED, North America's Best
Damn Tour Co. Only H-Life can
offer you a Free Spring Break
trip for every 20 paid and a
chance to win a Yamaha
Wavejammer. Join thousands of
other campus reps. Call now 1800-263-5604.
.
Addressers Wanted Immediately! No experience necessary.
Process FHA mortgage refunds.
Workathome. Call 1-405-321-3064
.

- ..

FREE TRAVEL, CASH,
AND EXCELLENT BUSINESS EXPERIENCE!!
Openings available for
individuals or student
organizations to promote the
country's most successful
Spring Break tours. Call
Inter-Campus Programs
1-800-327-6013
Earn $2000. + Free Spring Break.
Trips. North America's #1 Student
Tour Operator seeking motivated
students, organizations, fraternities
and sororities as campus representatives promoting Cancun, Bahamas,
Daytona, and Panama City! Call 1800-724-1555

Free Spring Break Trips, to
students or student organizalions promoting our Spring
Break Packages. Good Pay &
Fun. Call CMI. 1-800-423-5264
Wanted Education major
with strength in English, to
tutor 6th grade boy in our
Mt. Washington Home.
$15.00/hr. 231-4948

Earn Fabulous free Spring
Break vacation while meeting
new people and earning cash.
Work at your own pace.
Energetic, highly motivated.
outgoing individuals needed.
Call Bob at Campus Holidays
1-800-627-47\?1

•
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ONLY YOU CAN

A Public Service ol the USDA Fore')! Service
our Sidle Forester

, 1

"'"

Double or Single Room for
Rent. House w/4 Xavier
Women 2115 Hudson Ave.
Available after X-Mas. $167
p/m + Utilities. Call Karen
531-0198
Great house within walking
distance to Xavier. Great for
2-4 people. Includes
Washer/Dryer. 621-7588 /
352-0048

To have a classified placed
in the Newswire, call x3130 or
.x3832. Classified ad cost is .25
. per word with a $5 minimum.
They are due in the Newswire
office by 5 p.1n. Friday before
thepublication. All classifieds
must be pre-paid .
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PREV~NT FOREST FIRES. •
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UISE $500 ... $1000... $1500
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RAISING
For your fraternity, sorority, team
or other campus organization.
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